Comments
Annual could be too frequent, with time and resources stretched, will all partners be able to engage fully this regularly? We
suggest a mid-term review after 2 (ish) years.
The Bridport Local Area Partnership and member organisations look forward to continuing to work with the AONB Partnership
in delivering the objectives of the Management Plan
As stated above we find it difficult to reconcile the laudable ambitions of the Dorset AONB management plan set out in the
vision and policy frame with the actions and projects set out to deliver the ambitions.
Whilst we understand why the AONB partnership chooses to produce a rolling, annual action plan the separation of plan
making from action planning does not help a reader understand how plan objectives will be achieved. Further, it is our view
that the lack of robust target setting and action planning weakens the impact, credibility and status of
the AONB management plan. We would like to see a more extensive and realistic articulation of the scale of the
response required to ‘conserve and enhance’ the AONB, faced as it is by a range of significant challenges, all identified in the
AONB management plan, not least the need to scale up responses to climate change and react to the ever growing pressures
for housing development.
We would like to see the setting of targets for the five year management plan and some mechanism for measuring and
reporting on progress with policy delivery – a simple traffic light system or direction of travel symbol to indicate where policy
progress is being made and where policy progress is struggling. It is hard to review a management plan without data on how
policies, actions and projects have performed over the previous management plan period
Place priority on accessing resources in order to realise the vision.
Encourage consideration of a National Park for Dorset in the context of local government reorganisation in Dorset.

AONB Response
Action planning will be annual by necessity while that need exists (Defra grant application),
however the plans will have a time horizon on some actions of >1yr
For action planning

Newly worked Chpater 10 should address some of these issues

For action planning
• This Parish welcomes “Community and Partnership Participation” in rolling action plans developed annually each September
or thereabouts.
• Notification of publication (as opposed to development month) will be much appreciated, and the expectation is a
September 2019 plan.
Support
Chapter 10: Action planning: The parish council looks forward to the opportunity to comment on appropriate action plans as
they are developed.
As stated above BTC finds it difficult to reconcile the laudable ambitions of the Dorset AONB management plan set out in the
vision and policy frame with the actions and projects set out to deliver the ambitions.
Whilst we understand why the AONB partnership chooses to produce a rolling, annual action plan the separation of plan
making from action planning does not help a reader understand how plan objectives will be achieved. Further, it is the view of
BTC that the lack of robust target setting and action planning weakens the impact, credibility and status of the AONB
management plan.
BTC would like to a more extensive and realistic articulation of the scale of the response required to ‘conserve and enhance’
the AONB, faced as it is by a range of significant challenges, rightly identified in the AONB management plan, not least the
need to scale up our responses to climate change and react to the ever growing pressures for housing development.
BTC would like to see the setting of targets for the five year management plan and some mechanism for measuring and
reporting on progress with policy delivery – a simple traffic light system or direction of travel symbol to indicate where policy
progress is being made and where policy progress is struggling. It is hard to review a management plan without data on how
policies, actions and projects have performed over the previous management plan period.
DLNP wishes to continue to engage with DAONB and support the delivery of the management plan as relevant.
Only that I look forward to seeing them.
Could have outlined previous action plans – you have shown outcomes but not the actual processes. This is a rather vague
paragraph

For action planning

Newly worked Chpater 10 should address some of these issues
For action planning
Support
Newly worked Chpater 10 should address some of these issues

